Clinton Hill Home Designed for an Artist: $8.5 Million - The New Feb 25, 2011. Being a self-employed artist means that I spend 90% of life in my studio, and most of the time I'm very happy about that. However, lately I've been feeling quite challenged by what it means to be an artist in the current climate.

Today, I planned to run and then paint outside. It's raining! Time to make a change.

A former union hall that was transformed into a studio/residence/oasis for the artist Jennifer Bartlett is poised to enter the market. Become an Artful Home Artist Last year Artist Home rang in the New Year of 2013 with what may have been the best party of the year. This year we are aiming to turn that party into an annual New Years Eve Celebration Sep 19, 2015. Country, Home artist chukwumaa mentioned in The FADER article The Voices Disrupting White Supremacy Through Sound for his work in Stay At Home Artist May 22, 2015.
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